Mathematical extrapolation of image spectrum for constraint-set design and set-theoretic superresolution.
Several powerful iterative algorithms are being developed for the restoration and superresolution of diffraction-limited imagery data by use of diverse mathematical techniques. Notwithstanding the mathematical sophistication of the approaches used in their development and the potential for resolution enhancement possible with their implementation, the spectrum extrapolation that is central to superresolution comes in these algorithms only as a by-product and needs to be checked only after the completion of the processing steps to ensure that an expansion of the image bandwidth has indeed occurred. To overcome this limitation, a new approach of mathematically extrapolating the image spectrum and employing it to design constraint sets for implementing set-theoretic estimation procedures is described. Performance evaluation of a specific projection-onto-convex-sets algorithm by using this approach for the restoration and superresolution of degraded images is outlined. The primary goal of the method presented is to expand the power spectrum of the input image beyond the range of the sensor that captured the image.